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Rural India
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12 December 2014

1. SUBDUED FARM INCOMES FOR 2014/15: Lower MSP hikes with continuous rise in

cost of inputs is leading to lower farm incomes for 2014/15.

2. AUTOMOBILE: Two-wheelers growth trajectory is slowing down primarily due to super

normal first half BUT we see good growth in demand for cars as we see huge oncoming demand

for upgrade from 2 to 4 wheeler across rural India. Maruti stands out as the only car player with

deep rural penetration and good products.

3. GROWING RURAL WAGES WILL CONTINUE TO SPUR LONG-TERM FARM

MECHANISATION: Though for 2014/15 we are forecasting a depressed demand scenario

for tractors and farm incomes, we remain bullish on the long-term demand trajectory for both

farm mechanisation and rural wages. We see reluctance in the educated new workforce towards

farming forcing mechanisation.

4. FIRST EVIDENCE OF SAVING INTO FINANCIAL ASSETS: Though this is the very first

sign it will take a few years for this trend to establish itself which could lead to lower prices and

demand for real estate and gold. The government initiated “Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana”

has been a further facilitator.

5. INCREASING BRAND AWARENESS: We remain bullish on long term growth drivers for

FMCG players with baseline products. Premium product companies will have to build rural

penetration before they can enjoy the fruits! A good sign we see is much lower menace of

counterfeit across personal products

6. AWAIT BUDGET TO BUY INTO CEMENT COMPANIES: Cement prices have come off

as demand has not kept pace with expectations along with varied local issues. BUT government

impetus for infrastructure can easily change the scenario rapidly. We remain bullish with a 3-

year view on cement.

7. CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY - HUGE ONCOMING GROWTH: Mr Modi’s job

creation campaign and building 100 SMART cities in India, this will ensure fast real income

growth in rural India catalysing huge demand growth for consumer discretionary products.

BUY: MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA, SHRIRAM TRANSPORT FINANCE, SIYARAM SILK MILLS

Long Term MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA, ITC, STATE BANK OF INDIA, VOLTAS, BAYER

BUY: CROPSCIENCE, ASIAN PAINTS, SHREE CEMENT, ULTRATECH CEMENT

SWITCH: BAJAJ AUTO to HERO MOTOCORP

RURAL JUGGERNAUT:

LACKLUSTRE SHORT-TERM BUT

LONG-TERM REMAINS ROBUST
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Incentive will
remain high…price

of democracy…

Mechanisation =
Survival

Secondary food
and wireless data
are markets all set
to explode over the
next couple of years!

8,000+ km
by road across

11 of  India’s
largest states
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Top conclusions from our rural visit
• Kharif summer crop was good, though there was some impact due to unseasonal

late rainfall seen in the months of  September/October. Due to this late unseasonal

rains we expect bumper rabi winter crop, as moisture content is far better than

average. Expecting a bumper 3Q for agrochemicals companies like Coromandel

International and Rallis India.

• Post monsoon rural demand is stable/good and we expect acceleration in some

products/markets driven by good yield/prices and election spending. However,

festive demand in urban markets remains impacted by economic slowdown and

inflation neutralising the juggernaut.

• FMCG companies are changing the rural market place, district headquarters and

Tier-3/4 towns are no more the epicenter of consumption as FMCG companies

are expanding distribution to reach the village directly to increase market share.

We also see clear evidence of  migration up the value chain, rural India is now at a

confluence of  aspiration and purchasing power. Biggest beneficiary is Britannia

and Colgate.

• Populous schemes’ relentless dole out continues to drive rural wages. Mechanisation

is no more a luxury but is now an ingredient for survival. M&M and VST Tillers to

gain.

• Indian two-wheeler market is now a mature 14 mn vehicles per annum, growth

rate will flatten out inline with GDP. Aspiration for an upgrade from two-wheeler

to car remains very strong theme in semi urban/rural India. Key beneficiary is

Maruti.

• Food inflation remains the bane of  the Indian economy. Lack of  investment into infrastructure

linking production to consumption means India wastes 33% of  all its vegetable produce. Even if

the government starts investing into infrastructure we see a huge window for secondary food companies

in India and companies engaged in food logistics (please refer page no. 22 for detailed explanation).

Rural India is a Juggernaut

Our preferred picks

• Bharti Airtel • Britannia Industries • Colgate-Palmolive • Coromandel International

• Dish TV • Gateway Distriparks • Maruti Suzuki India • Mahindra and Mahindra

• Rallis India • VST Tillers

11th

Rural India

Trip

"1 day work =
30 days ration"

Is it the new

mantra for

rural India?

Consumer
awareness
increasing!
Price no more
the only factor!!

10,000+ km
by road across

12 of India's
largest states

1,000+ interviews
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Top conclusions from our rural visit

Rural at the
 cost of Urban?

• Shaky central government is allowing innovative state governments to shine Eg:

Chhattisgarh, MP, Bihar and Gujarat. Non-performing states will witness strong

anti incumbency in coming general elections.

• Rural India continues to prosper with the ever growing largesse of  central & state

government initiatives keeping consumption robust. We expect this to continue/

increase through general election in CY14.

•  In rural India, over the last 4 years, the UPA mantra has spurred consumption at

the cost of infrastructure thereby creating inflationary pressure at the core of the

economy.

• Rural lifestyles are changing, leading to paradigm shift in consumption patterns.

This means new lifestyle products will witness high growth whilst inflationary pressure,

leading to growth moderation in traditional segments (2W, cement, FMCG).

• Better credit availability and lack of avenues for financial savings in rural India is

keeping consumption buoyant and forcing savings into land & gold.

• Growth in Tier 2 and 3 cities (SUBURBIA: refer our report Aug 2011) continues

unabated as they benefit from aggregation of rising rural wealth from its

surroundings.

• Rs 5 continue to be the watershed impulse purchasing point. We do see a temporary

shift in this to the Rs 10 mark as and when the general elections happen, resulting

in temporary spike in topline and margins growth for FMCG companies.

• Current monsoon visibility shows 100%+ rainfall for FY14E therefore rural economy

will continue to grow robustly through FY14, perhaps the only bright spot.

Our preferred picks

• Bharti Airtel • Britannia Industries • Colgate-Palmolive • Dabur India • DB Corp

• Greaves Cotton • Hero MotoCorp • ITC • Mahindra Finance • Pidilite Industries • Rallis India

VISIT REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

16 February 2012

Infra roll

out will drive

volumes

17 December 2012

10th

Rural India

Trip

New

demand

categories

emerge!

Rs 5 to

be the new

watershed

impulse

purchase point!

3,000+ km

by road

through the

heart

of India!

For FMCG companies, we forecast higher margins both for retailers and

companies as expanding coinage effect pushes impulse price point from

Re 1 to Rs 5. ITC, Hindustan Unilever and Colgate-Palmolive (India)

have the best sub Rs 5 SKU presence and rural networks.

Rising costs forces thrust on improving productivity. Companies like Bayer

CropScience will benefit from consumption of new chemistry pesticides

and hybrid seeds.

Unabated inflation makes gold a classic magnet. Historical over exploitation

and better awareness is forcing people towards branded players. We expect

Titan Industries’ next phase of growth to come from TIER II cities.

Two-wheeler is now a necessity therefore we see secular strong rural sales

on increasing road penetration. Honda is investing into getting products

and network in place, which will stress Hero MotoCorp in the short to

medium term, but in the long-term create a very cosy duopoly.

Brick & Mortar “PUCCA GHAR” housing has now become a Mantra

across rural India and will continue to drive cement growth especially in

Northern and Central India, which will benefit Shree Cement and

Heidelberg Cement.

Our top five conclusions

SPECIAL REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

SPECIAL REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

23 November 2011

Rural India – Government largesse continues
to drive the growth

Increasing Minimum Support Prices (MSP), better implementation of NREGA

and proposed Food Security Bill will ensure sustainable growth in the rural

economy. Impending six state elections will further boost rural incomes

disproportionately.

Over the last decade we have seen increased government spending in these

impoverished markets help transform rural markets into great growth

opportunity. Rural consumers have not felt the slowdown the same way like

the urban India or the rest of the world.

In aggregate we remain firm believers of  sustained growth in rural consumption, though the

pace of  growth is slowing down YoY but we do not expect any shocks and we maintain that

rural India will remain a stable growth story over the next few years.

We expect businesses with exposure to rural market to post resilient performance

with stable demand outlook. Agriculture inputs, two-wheelers, telecom,

consumer durables and FMCG sector will be the key beneficiaries. We like

companies with significant incremental revenue coming from Rural India.

Our preferred picks are Bajaj Auto, Bajaj Electricals, Bayer CropScience,

Coromandel International, Dish TV, Emami, Idea, ITC, M&M, Marico,

Mahindra Finance, Rallis India and Zuari Industries.

B&K Research

research.equities@bksec.com

+91-22-4031 7000
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14 October 2011

Rise in MSP, NREGA and appreciating land prices are key drivers of  incremental wealth and feel good

factor in Rural India, resulting in a structural increase in demand for food, clothing, shelter and lifestyle

products.

Supply side bottlenecks due to under investment in rural-urban supply chain is leading to constraints in

the supply of food products from rural to urban markets and the supply of consumer and manufactured

products from urban to rural markets.

Unabated demand growth accompanied with additional purchasing power in rural India has disturbed

the equilibrium between demand and supply resulting in sustained food inflation of 10%+ over the past

three years. Unless the government invests in improving linkage between Rural and Urban India and

allows land reforms which will drive increasing farm output we see no end to the problem of  persistent

food inflation.

Over the longer term, we think India’s infrastructure sector provides a significant investment opportunity

but near term concerns like over leverage, increasing interest rates and a lack of  political visibility will

play spoilsport. For investors with a long-term view we would recommend buying infra plays as most of

the infra stocks trade below NAV due to the current regime of  high interest rates. Our top picks are

IRB Infrastructure and GVK Power.

Though the long-term India story remains intact, the near term seems to be fairly opaque given the lack

of  political visibility in India. We think FOOD continues to be an evergreen sector for the short /

medium and long term. India with a population of  1.25 billion growing @ 2% per annum and

where 350 million + people still cannot afford 2 square meals a day, further compounded with the

fact that average wages in rural India (66% of the population) are now growing at a

CAGR of  20% +. We ecpect to see a sustained 5% + demand for food over the next

twenty years.

Our top picks are Bayer CropScience,

Coromandel International, Rallis India and

Zuari Industries.

Batlivala & Karani

B&K Research
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Rural India Visit – 5

KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE

NREGA driving socio economic revolution

Rallis India

Bayer CropScience

Bharti Airtel

Bajaj Auto

United Spirits

Dish TV

Kaveri Seed

Mahindra Finance

ACC

Mahindra & Mahindra

Jagran Prakashan

Nestle India

Our Top Picks

16 August 2011STRATEGY REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

SUB-URBIA - THE SWEET SPOT - RESILIENT & EVERGREEN

• Global turmoil, risk of contagion and capitulation in global markets forces us to start looking at the

inner strengths of India.

• The risk of a global slowdown and a weaker macro environment are looming large over global equity markets.

• Our analysis of India unveils a SWEET SPOT within the Indian consumption story where the risk of

capitulation seem rather remote to non- existent.

• In our view Tier II & III cities of  India (Sub-Urbia) are at the centre of  this proverbial SWEET SPOT.

• Looking at the SWEET SPOT we have short-listed companies based on three main parameters – VALUE

FOR MONEY, BRAND & QUALITY AND DISTRIBUTION which we believe are the key criteria for success

in Indian suburbia.

• Yes, most of  our above recommended companies have outperformed over the last 12 months. But our

Sub-Urbia thesis leads us to believe that these companies are not only good defensive bets but will also

deliver handsome returns over the next two to three years.

B&K Research

research.equities@bksec.com

+91-22-4031 7000

SPECIAL REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

08 February 2011

Bajaj Electricals

Coromandel International

Everest Industries

GSFC

M&M

Mahindra Finance

Infrastructure debottlenecking
will provide long term solution!

Our top picks

Rallis India

Rural Visit 4

Increasing MSP and NREGA
payouts drive rural incomes and

consumption...

BUT fuel food inflation...

Infrastructure debottlenecking
will provide long term solution!

SPECIAL REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

11 June 2010
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research.equities@bksec.com

+91-22-4031 7000

Our Top Picks

Everest Industries

Globus Spirits

Coromandel International

Zuari Industries

Rallis India

Bayer CropScience

Mahindra & Mahindra

M&M Finance

ITC

Bajaj Auto

Finolex Industries

RSWM

Rural India: Visit Report

Micro: Quarterly delta mapped: Growth remains robust

Macro: Gold at the bottom of the Pyramid

19 February 2010SPECIAL REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

Our Top Picks

Dish TV

Jagran Prakashan

Bayer CropScience

Rallis India

Everest Industries

State Bank of India

Bajaj Auto

Hero Honda

Mahindra & Mahindra

ITC

United Spirits

Globus Spirits

M&M Finance

SPECIAL REPORT

Batlivala & Karani

16 December 2008

B&K Research

research.equities@bksec.com

+91-22-4007 6000

RURAL  INDIA:  PROSPEROUS  &  SHINING

Generating wealth at the bottom of the pyramid
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Executive Summary

Rural India: Structural Changes- The Rural Juggernaut is
Dying

In his ten months in power, Mr. Modi has walked a completely different

path from that of  the Congress Government. The Congress model

was a pure consumption model driven largely by “NREGA handouts”

& higher MSPs. The NREGA subsidy & costs with no linked

productivity gains raised production costs to unsustainable levels. The

government did not do much to remove supply bottlenecks or create

infrastructure. This combination triggered off  the food Inflation that

ultimately broke the spine of  the Congress government.

Increase in land and gold prices has been one of the main drivers of

rural prosperity. After many years of  continuous rise, rural land and

gold prices have started stagnating /declining. The poor kharif  season

followed by the rabi damage has just worsened things.

Mr. Modi has completely turned around the Indian growth path

from CONSUMPTION to INVESTMENT. He has significantly

increased allocation for roads in the Budget. He has spelt out the

“MAKE IN INDIA” mantra- and laid out his plans for Smart Cities.

He is working on creating an environment that will attract both Indian

private investment and FDI to finance this growth. The PM has also

highlighted the importance of  labour intensive industries like Textiles

in order to generate employment.

Mr. Modi’s policies are aimed at creating growth by unshackling the

supply side of  the economy. This growth model has an obvious urban

bias and India will see a higher rate of rural-urban migration in the

days to come. Given the current state the rural economy and the

path ahead-The Rural Juggernaut is probably dying out!

Winners: Jubilant FoodWorks, Britannia, Arvind, KPR Mill, Gateway

Distriparks, Nagarjuna Construction

Losers: Bajaj Auto, Bajaj Electricals, Havells, Mahindra Finance,

Punjab National Bank
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Who’s Hurting & Why

Tractors, 2- wheelers & High-value consumer durables

Lack of feel-good factor + Lower income + Lower wealth

effect = Lower consumption / postponement of big-ticket items

Rural Financing + PSU Banks

Govt not keen to increase NREGA

Using banks to restructure farming loans resulting in losses

for rural financing vehicles like PSU & Rural banks & NBFCs
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Who’s Making Money & Why

Food companies

Lower MSP hike + Improved Logistics = Low food inflation

for the next few years

Logistics companies

The only way to lower inflation is improve logistics flows. We

are seeing tremendous undercurrents to solve logistics problems

on a war footing

Cotton exporters

Make in India + Cotton farming = Single largest employment

generator by a long mile.

 RoE/RoCE for industry will improve for FY16/FY17.

Excellent export potential as China vacates!
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Key Takeaways from the Rural Trip

Crop damage across regions

Through more than 2500 km travelled across Maharashtra, MP, UP, Rajasthan, Punjab &

Haryana we find enough evidence of crops being affected by the unseasonal rain. While there

has been damage to crops like wheat & mustard, unseasonal rains have resulted in excess

production of crops like sugarcane & potato thus affecting prices. In addition, deterioration in

crop quality is leading to fall in farmers’ realisations.

This “rabi” damage comes on the back of a poor kharif season thus
compounding farmers’ woes

Though the overall rabi damage in the country is not too high, the effect in specific pockets is

quite significant, as we found out from our trip.

Estimates of shortfalls of various crops in the areas we visited

States we visited Prominent rabi crops Comments

Rajasthan Wheat, mustard, isabgol Damage witnessed to the tune of 40% in mustard, 20-30% in wheat
and 70-80% in isabgol

Haryana Wheat, mustard Damage witnessed to the tune of 30% in mustard, 15-20% in wheat

Punjab Wheat, fruits ~10% damage

Maharashtra Fruits, wheat, chana ~10% damage witnessed across fruits and wheat

Uttar Pradesh Wheat, potato, mustard, greenpeas, sugarcane ~30-40% damage in wheat, mustard and greenpeas

Our routes

Source: B&K Research

Route 1 - Kota-Tonk-Jaipur-Sirsa-Ganganagar-

Fazilka-Ferozpur-Amritsar

Route 2 - Ghaziabad-Hapur - Moradabad -

Rampur- Bareily - Lucknow-

Allahabad-Varanasi

Route 3 - Nagpur-Amravati-Akola-Jalgaon-

Dhule-Lasalgaon-Nashik
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As per the govt. data, maximum damage has been witnessed across Rajasthan, Haryana and

Uttar Pradesh.

Late rains in the last kharif season had affected crops and the current state of rabi crops would

only worsen the state of affairs.

Kharif sowing area figs for last few yrs (lakh hectare)

S.no Crop 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15

1 Rice 370 364 373 381 380

2 Pulses 106 100 103 107 102

3 Coarse Cereals 194 176 178 196 182

4 Oilseeds 177 174 177 195 178

5 Sugarcane 51 53 50 49 48

6 Cotton 119 115 117 115 127

7 Jute & Mesta 9 9 9 9 8

Total 1,026 991 1,007 1,051 1,027

Source: Ministry of  Agriculture, B&K Research

Foodgrain production in India during kharif

(mn tonne) 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15E

Foodgrains 230.8 234.5 218.1 244.5 259.3 257.1 265.6 257.1

Source: Ministry of  Agriculture, B&K Research

The State-wise revised damaged area under rabi crops during end of  February to till date due to heavy rainfall,
hailstorms, thunderstorm and strong wind

S.No Name of Name of Crops  (Area in ha) Total:Area

States (Period) Wheat (ha) Barley Pulses Mustard Horticulture Cumin Isabgol Coriander in lakh ha

1 Gujarat Damage due – – – 9000 2400 – 0.1
to discoloration
in 9 talukas

2 Madhya Pradesh 2.4 lakh 2 lakh 0.5 10,000 70,000 5.7

3 Rajasthan 17.04 lakh 2.645 lakh 5.322 lakh 15.05 lakh 0.74 2.41 lakh 1.19 lakh 1.13 lakh 45.5

4 Haryana 17.5 0.05 lakh 1.20 lakh 18.8

5 Punjab 2.60  lakh 0.10 lakh 0.24 2.9

6 Uttar Pradesh 21.18 Lakh 0.155 lakh 3.93 Lakh 1.52 Lakh 26.8

7 Uttarakhand 8735 150 220 0.1

8 Himachal Pradesh 1.5 lakh 0.025 lakh 215 662 1.5

9 J&K 0.60  lakh 0.25 lakh ha 0.9

10 Telangana Crop damage reported in 590 ha ( >50%)  under Maize (244 ha) , Paddy ( 160 ha) Jowar (280 ha), 0.0
Sesamum (180).

11 Andhra Pradesh Crop damage reported in Paddy (150 ha) and Jowar (30 ha) 0.0

12 Maharashtra Crop loss was reported in Jowar, Maize, Wheat, Gram, Onion, Mango, Grapes, Cashew nut and Pomegranate. 4.0

13 Kerala Crop damage reported in harvested paddy crop in 437 ha, Banana (111ha), Vegetable (60 ha) due to heavy 0.0
rainfall with thunderstorm.

14 West Bengal Crop damage reported in 48500 ha in 6 districts. 0.5

Grand Total of  crop damage area 106.7

Source: Ministry of  Agriculture, B&K Research
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Farm income/purchasing power affected, impacting demand for two
wheelers, consumer durables etc

Rural India is slowing down on consumption, starting to down-trade and to postpone purchases.

Demand for basic materials like cement remains weak. Farmers are postponing purchases of

tractors, two-wheelers and consumer durables. In FMCG, the share of  low unit packs in the

consumption basket has gone up though the preference for brands remain. Farmers have

started going in for branded agrochemicals as well.

This comes in the backdrop of stagnating land prices

Rising land prices have been a key reason for growth in rural demand over the years. However, land

prices have now been stagnating for quite a while and land transactions have consequently come

down. With price stagnation, there is a clear decline in farmers’ practice of selling small pieces of land.

Thus, along with diminishing wealth effect, purchasing power of farmers has come down as well.

No meaningful financial assistance from government expected

There could be some aid/relief measures coming in from the government but there are little

expectations of any meaningful financial assistance.

We think the government will reduce thrust on any sort of  direct aid/assistance to the rural

population. Given the state of the government’s fisc, we think that it will increasingly try &

provide support though indirect means.

Banking system to go slow on loan recoveries leading to rise in NPAs

This is one of the ways in which we think the government will increasingly try & provide its

indirect support. Through interaction with NBFCs & financial institutions in our trip we learn

that they have been sounded out about going slow on loan recoveries for affected farmers.

With issues in both kharif  & rabi this time, we expect some increase in provisions & NPA in the

banking system going ahead.

Agri NPA trend over the last 3-4 yrs (%)

Source: RBI, B&K Research
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Poor monsoons this time could well take rural demand into negative
territory

Good monsoons that help deliver a good crop will undoubtedly help. Though real benefits will

come in with a lag, sentiments will definitely improve as & when we see a bountiful monsoon.

However, given current ground conditions, rural demand can very well go into negative territory

if we have insufficient or erratic monsoons this time
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NREGA allocation

Year Allocation under NREGA  (Rs mn)

2011-12 391,000

2012-13 330,000

2013-14 330,000

2014-15 340,000

2015-16 347,000

NREGA has been in place now for a while and it will continue. However, the farmers have

become somewhat discontent with it as it has clearly increased labour rates and increased

scarcity. We think that though NREGA will continue, the government will not want expand or

increase thrust on this.

Urban India to Drive, Rural to at best Support

Under Mr. Narendra Modi, the new government’s focus has changed to urban job creation.

Planned investments in infra, the “Make in India” theme, incentivizing of labour intensive industries

like textiles-all these provide clear indications as to where the government’s priorities lie.

Urban India will drive growth in the next 2 years while Rural India will at best play a supporting

role. We expect a pick up in migration & a quicker shift in population towards Urban India.

Plan Investments in Infrastructure (Rs mn at current prices)

Sectors Total Eleventh Twelfth Plan Projections Total Twelfth

Plan 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 Plan

Electricity 7,284,940 2,284,050 2,592,730 2,942,740 3,334,700 3,862,440 15,016,660

Renewable energy 892,200 311,990 425,900 581,250 790,750 1,076,370 3,186,260

Roads and Bridges 4,531,210 1,504,660 1,644,900 1,804,150 1,981,660 2,210,000 8,145,360

Telecommunications 3,849,620 1,059,490 1,360,900 1,764,890 2,305,570 2,948,140 9,438,990

Railways 2,012,370 647,130 787,500 968,840 1,216,990 1,573,550 5,192,210

MRTs 416,690 135,550 171,480 222,980 298,360 413,220 1,241,580

Irrigation (including watershed) 2,434,970 771,130 873,860 991,780 1,125,060 1,281,860 5,043,710

Water supply and sanitation 1,207,740 365,690 426,050 497,280 580,840 683,330 2,553,190

Ports (+ ILW) 445,360 186,610 255,370 352,600 490,660 692,560 1,977,810

Airports 363,110 76,910 107,160 152,330 219,590 321,160 877,140

Oil and gas pipelines 625,340 122,110 166,040 238,330 364,400 598,450 1,489,330

Storage 179,210 44,800 64,440 95,990 147,160 232,020 584,410

Grand Total 24,242,770 7,510,120 8,874,540 10,613,160 12,855,730 15,893,080 55,746,630

Centre 8,567,170 2,507,580 2,806,620 3,152,170 3,542,960 4,001,290 16,010,610

States 6,800,560 2,069,440 2,300,450 2,556,450 2,832,010 3,139,280 12,897,620

Private 8,875,040 2,933,100 3,767,470 4,904,550 6,480,770 8,752,510 26,838,400

Grand Total 24,242,770 7,510,120 8,874,540 10,613,160 12,855,730 15,893,080 55,746,630

Source: Planning commission, B&K Research
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Food inflation to come down

The main reason for the food inflation that proved to be the Congress government’s undoing

was the supply side bottlenecks of  the economy. Investments in infra & logistics will drastically

reduce possibilities of food inflation.
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Rajasthan-Haryana-Punjab
We started our journey from Kota (Rajasthan) and travelled north towards Amritsar (Punjab).

We covered over 1000 kms and a total of  3 states (Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab) and visited

important regions such as Sirsa (Haryana), the major mandi for cotton and grains in Ganganagar

(Rajasthan) and several affected villages and districts along our route. We interacted primarily

with farmers to get a sense of the impact the recent unseasonal rainfall has had on the region

and how the dynamics of the rural economy are undergoing a gradual change. Some of our

observations are highlighted below:

Unseasonal rainfall and hail has damaged crops

Along our route the states of Rajasthan, Haryana and Punjab have been impacted severely by

the unseasonal rainfall. As per the Indian Meteorological Department, rainfall was 10 times the

normal rainfall in Rajasthan at this time of  the year, and about 4.6 times the normal rainfall in

Haryana for the same period. While Punjab does receive some rain at this time of the year due

to the western disturbances, the high velocity wind has caused some crop damage. This was

evident when we visited the farms and interacted with the farmers. However, Rajasthan &

Haryana has been impacted the most.

The major crops grown in this region include Wheat, Mustard, Barley and vegetables like lady

finger, coriander, cabbage etc. The maximum damage we witnessed was to the wheat and

mustard crop which as per the farmers have been damaged to the extent of 30-50%. In

addition to the rainfall the crops were also hit by hailstorms just when the crop was ripening

and this had led to lodging. Lodging refers to the term used to describe crop falling flat on the

ground due to heavy rain and winds which causes yield loss in the crop.

The mustard crop has turned black due to the rains and the seeds are very small in size

signifying the low quality of the crop. The wheat crop has been uprooted due to the heavy

rains which mean the crop is essentially damaged. A farmer in the Sirsa district demonstrated

this when he took stalks of the crop and rubbed them between his palms, what we saw was a lot

of chaff but only a few grains. He also warned us that due to the weather the wheat crop

becomes susceptible to fungal diseases which might just aggravate the situation

Farmer incomes impacted, pushing back discretionary spending

A sub-par kharif crop and now combined with a damaged rabi crop has brought farm incomes

under serious pressure. Many of the farmers we interacted with were worried about their

damaged crop and were unsure if they would be able to sell any of their crops in the market

due to the drop in quality of their produce. This has caused the farmers to push back their

purchases of items such as a new tractor/bike. Even though the farmers are expecting some

government support to come in, they are doubtful if they would be able to repay their loans,

some of which are at 24-30% p.a. As a result farmers are now waiting before taking any major

purchase decisions. Their hopes are now placed on government relief and a better monsoon

this year which should result in a good kharif crop

Rural Economy has come to a standstill

Farmers have been hit by a double whammy in FY15- kharif  season witnessed delayed rains

leading to pressure on yields while rabi witnessed lower crop prices impacting farm profitability.

The situation has further worsened due to these unseasonal rains and farmers’ sentiments
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have taken a hit.  Pressure on farm incomes is likely to keep consumption under check in the

near-term.

Wealth effect fading…reality setting in

Over the past 5 years land prices in these regions had run up significantly due to the building

of  new highways and construction activity. However in the recent past land prices have now

stagnated and in some places have been falling due to a slowdown in construction activity and

lack of any deals in the market. This has dampened the wealth effect which was earlier driving

consumption and increased the pressure on the farm incomes. Based on our interactions

with the farmers we found that the earlier trend where the farmer would sell a

small piece of his land and move inwards was now decreasing due to the stagnant

prices. This has reduced the amount of  money in the farmer’s hands and is now

affecting consumption as we see the rural economy losing its steam and come

to a standstill.

Shift from a consumption based model to an industrial based one

The previous government was focused on driving rural consumption through increased

allocations to their flagship program NREGA (National Rural Employment Guarantee Act).

Over the past few years NREGA was the driving force behind rural consumption. However

the farmers we interacted with expressed their discontent with the scheme as it has increased

labor rates and also created a scarcity of  labor.

However, the new government at the centre aims to make the scheme more development

oriented and intends to provide work under NREGA that is more productive and asset creating.

In order to achieve this, the government will need to transform rural growth from being driven

by consumption (through increased NREGA allocations) to an industrial based growth story.

This of course is a long term shift, but is beginning with no significant increase in allocations

under the scheme

NREGA allocation

Year Allocation under NREGA (Rs mn)

2011-12 391,000

2012-13 330,000

2013-14 330,000

2014-15 340,000

2015-16 347,000

The fact that the government has not significantly increased allocations under the NREGA

signals their intention of creating a new model of growth for the rural economy driven by their

flagship Make In India campaign and hence we witness the slowdown in the rural engine as the

government curtails any increase in expenditure. Having said that what the government wants

to achieve is not simply a transformation from a predominantly agrarian economic model to a

predominantly industrial one but a shift of the labor force away from agriculture and into

industrial and service sectors thus significantly boosting overall wages and the standard of

living. The process however is a slow one and the side effects will be felt in the near term.
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Wheat Farmer, Kota

Mustard Farmer, Rohtak

Wheat Farmer, Sirsa

The crop has been uprooted
and damaged by the
unseasonal rain and hail.
Low realizations remain a
concern as farmers have
debt and are worried about
repayments

Mustard seeds are smaller
than usual signifying the
low quality of the crop this
time around

A farmer showing us the
affected wheat grains. The
grains are smaller in size
and there is a lot more
chaff than usual
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Grain Mandi, Ganganagar

Farmers and Traders, Ganganagar

Wheat Farm, Fazilka

One of  the largest mandi’s
in the region where farmers
as far as 80 kms out come
to sell their grains. Storage
still remains a key
problem at the mandi

Farmers have been
complaining about rising
labour costs due to the
NREGA scheme. Traders
were complaining of  the
low quality crop arriving at
the mandi

The process of lodging
where wheat falls straight
on to the ground due to
heavy winds, seen here in
Fazilka Punjab
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Ghaziabad- Muradabad-Rampur- Lucknow- Allahabad-
Varanasi
We travelled ~900 kms along Ghaziabad to Varanasi belt in Uttar Pradesh, covering some of

the key agricultural regions in order to assess impact of unseasonal rainfall on crop output. In

the Ghaziabad to Muradabad belt, key crops grown are sugarcane, potato, Wheat, mustard

and green peas. As per the feedback from traders in the mundis and farmers in the region, for

sugar cane the per acre production has increased due to unseasonal rains. Potato too has seen

bumper production which has led to ~50% price decline and increased demand for cold

storage facilities. However, some of  the regions like gajrola where wheat, mustard & green peas

are major crops, have been impacted by unseasonal rainfall with hailstorms. As per farmers,

damage would be around 30%-35% for wheat and 50% for mustard and green peas. However,

as per traders and middleman in the gajrola mundi, damage should not be more than 15%.

Muradabad to Allahabad belt, where major crops are wheat, mustard and green peas, has seen

the maximum impact due to unseasonal rainfall. As per the farmers in the regions like Rampur,

Bareily, Sitapur, Lucknow overall damage in wheat crop is expected to be around 40-50% with

normal wheat output per acre expected to decline from ~1 tonne to 0.6 tonne and in few

pockets the damage is expected to be ~80%. Even the traders in the mundis in these regions

indicated towards damage of ~30% for wheat and mustard. Moreover continued rainfall in

the region could further increase the overall damage to the crop output.

Also most of the farmers across these regions are unaware of any kind of relief package

announcement by the government. Moreover, as per the district president of   Bhartiya Kisan

Union (lucknow), the current criteria for assessment of crop damage used by district heads and

for insurance claims on crop damage is unfavorable for smaller farmers and does not give the

actual picture of the overall damage.

We also met branch managers of  few PSU banks in these regions and they too

indicated that there has been damage to the crops. Though currently they

haven’t seen increase in NPA’s, the actual impact of  the damage would be seen

in next 6 months once the half  yearly interest payment starts. Moreover, the

state government has directed them to go slow on the recovery process.

As per the cement dealers, demand remains weak, prices are stable and no major improvement

is expected in the near term. Also the retailers in the region indicated that demand scenario for

FMCG products remains stable, low price SKU’s continue do well in case of personal care

products and they haven’t seen any kind of downtrading or increase in unorganized market

activity. We also met few paint dealers to get view on Pidilite and Dr fixit and according to them

the product is seeing strong growth and has good acceptability in the market.

To summarize, wheat, mustard and green peas have seen the major impact in the region on

account of unseasonal rainfall and the crop damage is expected to be around 30-40%. This

could impact the farm income and consequently the rural growth in the region is likely to

remain subdued. The weakness  in rural incomes would add to the stress on banking system,

especially for PSU banks in coming quarters due to delay in loan repayments and rise in NPA

levels and also for consumer durable, two wheeler sales due to postponement of  buying.
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 Wheat Farm, Moradabad belt

Mustard Crop, Navin Mandi

Wheat Farmer, Moradabad

Normal wheat output per
acre expected to decline
from ~1 mt to 0.6 mt due to
unseasonal rainfall with
hailstorm

As per the farmers, damage
would be around 50% for
mustard and green peas

As per the farmers overall
damage in wheat crop is
expected to be around 30-
40% and in few pockets the
damage is expected to be
~80%
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Traders in Gajrola Mandi

Cold storage facility, Hapur

Jaggery trader, Navin Mandi

Even the traders in the
mundis in these regions
indicated towards damage
of  ~30% for wheat,
mustard and green peas

Potato has seen bumper
production which has led to
~50% price decline and
increased demand for cold
storage facilities

The per acre production for
sugarcane has increased
due to unseasonal rains,
resulting in decline in
jaggery prices
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Jalgaon-Dhule-Lasalgaon-Nashik
We started our journey from Jalgaon and travelled West towards Nashik. We covered over 600

kms in Maharashtra including important regions in between such as Amravati, Akola, Jalgaon,

Dhule. We interacted primarily with farmers and a trader to get a sense of  impact of  the recent

unseasonal rainfall has had on the region and how the dynamics of the rural economy are

undergoing a gradual change. Some of our key observations are highlighted below:

Orange Farmer, APMC, Nagpur

Mango Trader, APMC, Nagpur

Unseasonal rain and
hailstorm has not only
impacted yield but also the
quality…

prices are stagnant with
good quality produce
(arrivals remains low)
fetching higher
realization…

Most of  agri products in
the Mandi over the last 10/
15 days is witnessing low
turnout from Maharashtra
while turnout from MP, AP
and Chhhatisgarh has
increased due to
hailstorms and unseasonal
rainfall in Vidharbha. The
increased supply from
these states curtailed price
rise in the Mandi
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Garlic Farmer, APMC, Nagpur

APMC, Nagpur (Rainy day)

Orange and Mango Farms, Amravati

Lower realisation due to
poor quality along with
rising cost of produce
remains a worrying factor
among the farmers…

Despite good quality
produce, lack of  enclosed
storage facility results in
wastage…

Hailstorm affected yields…
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Tractor Dealer, Akola

Tractor Operator, Akola

Wheat Trader, Dhule

Most of  the farmers who
typically buy during Gudi
Padva have postponed their
purchases due to concerns
related to realisation from
crop….

Expecting a pent up
demand in this year
provided normal
monsoon….

Rising competition and
falling/stagnant income of
farmers is also impacting
the earnings of  tractor
operators…

Quality of crop impacted
in selected pockets within
the same district due to
unseasonal rain and
hailstorm…
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Wheat Farmer, Dhule

Wheat Farmer, Dhule

Vegetable Farmer, Nashik

Banks have been instructed
to go slow on loan recovery
due to inferior produce…

Most of  the farmers have
started insuring field
through crop insurance
schemes… however, they
are not happy with the
amount of compensation
and its mechanism…

Farmers have started to
prefer branded agro
chemical products…
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Agrochemical Dealer, Jalgaon

Farmers prefer proven
products and hesitate
trying new products
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